An underwater glider is a buoyancy-driven, fixedwing underwater vehicle that redistributes internal mass to control attitude. We examine the dynamics of a glider restricted to the vertical plane and derive a feedback law that stabilizes steady glide paths. The control law is physically motivated and with the apprcpriate choice of output can be interpreted as providing input-output feedback linearization. With this choice of output, we extend the feedback linearization approach to design control laws to coordinate the gliding motion of multiple underwater gliders.
Introduction
Underwater gliders are designed to be efficient and reliable so that when used in a network they can provide spatially and temporally dense ocean sampling data over long time periods 111. An underwater glider is distinguished by a buoyancy engine, internal mass r e distribution, fixed wings and the isolation of moving parts from the sea environment. The buoyancy engine changes the mass or the volume of the vehicle and thus controls the net buoyant force on the vehicle. The mass distribution system shifts internal mass and controls the attitude of the vehicle.
A number of underwater gliders are operational [2, 11, 12). Our laboratory-scale underwater glider ROGUE, shown in Figure 1 .1, uses four servo and syringe pairs on board to admit and expel water, which in turn control vehicle mass as well as mass redistribution 15, 41. The control and coordination problems are challenging because gliders are underactuated and the internal control introduces important but subtle coupling. In this paper we investigate control of a glider and coordination of multiple gliders for dynamics r e stricted to the vertical plane. The nominal glider mc- Certain of these glide paths are steady motions for the glider and these are therefore important for low-energy trajectories.
Our starting point in 52 is the underwater glider model presented in [8] . In 53 we discuss instability of glide paths when the internal shifting mass is allowed to move around freely inside the vehicle (like instability in the fuel slosh problem for space vehicles). In 54 we propose a control law which can be interpreted as the realization of a suspension system for the shifting mass. This control law provides input-output linearization. The minimum phase property is used in 55 to d e sign a control law to stabilize steady glide paths and to provide tracking of desired shifting mass and buoyancy mass trajectories. In 56 this is extended to the problem of stable coordination of multiple vehicles. The feedback linearization and minimum phase property make it possible to use an approach to coordination intended for fully actuated vehicles. Extension to underactuated vehicles is possible as in the treatment of nonholonomic robots in see Lawton et al 171. We conclude in 57.
Glider Model
We consider the model for an underwater glider presented in 181. The glider is considered to be a uniformly distributed ellipsoid with two point masses, fixed wings and a tail. One point mass m is free to move with respect to the body of the glider and is used to control attitude, 'The second point mass is fixed at the center of buoyancy (CB) of the ellipsoid but its mass mb is variable. This mass controls buoyancy. The wings and tail axe modelled with lift and drag forces as w,ell as viscous moments; however, the inertia properties of the wings and the tail are not explicitly included in the We fix a reference frame on the body with axis 1 aligned along the long axis of the ellipsoid, axis 2 aligned along the plane of the wings and axis 3 in the direction orthogonal to the wings as shown in 
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(u1,uu?.u3) acting on the point mass. This includes the weight of the point mass, the Coriolis force due to the rotation of the glider and a control force. The control force acts as an internal force on the point mass. We define uq = r& and let the control input to the glider
The full equations of motion that describe the dynamics of the underwater glider are given in [E] . These equations are then restricted to the vertical plane under the assumption that the vertical tail is sufficiently large, i.e., that it provides stabilization in the horizontal plane so that the vertical plane is Invariant. The equations restricted to the vertical plane are b e u = ( u I , Q ,~~, u . I ) .
(2.7)
(2.9)
For motion in the vertical plane, the viscous effects of the fluid are modelled using hydrodynamic lift L , drag D and moment MDL that depend on the speed V = (U: + vi)* and angle of attack a (illustrated in Figure 2 .2). This model is derived using a standard method based on airfoil theory and potential flow calculations [3], [lo] . The method of determining the CD efficients is described in [SI. The model is
Stability of S t e a d y Glides
In a practical implementation we would typically like to specify a desired speed V, and a desired glide path angle Ed for the glider. We can then calculate the corresponding equilibrium values of (rpl, r p 3 ) and m b that would achieve this motion. We note that there is a one-parameter set of shifting mass locations for any specified glider motion [SI. We can choose among this continuum of solutions by requiring rp3, which influences the "bottom heaviness" of the vehicle and consequently the stability, to be below a given stability t.hreshold.
Leonard and Graver [SI calculated the equilibrium glide paths and studied linear stability for the model with parameters corresponding to ROGUE. For all of bhe glide paths investigated (four representative glide paths are presented in [SI), the linear system has a slow unstable mode but is controllable. In fact, it is found that the linearization is controllable with {u1,uq} or {u3,uq} i.e., it is possible to control the glider by moving the sliding mass with just one degree of freedom.
The controllability property implies that it is p o c sihle to stabilize the motion of the glider to a desired equilibrium glide path using linear control. As it turns out, the region of attraction for such a linear controller is not &s large as we would like. For instance, it does not appear to be possible to switch between upward and downward glides in a sawtooth glide path using a pure linear feedback law. The limited region of attraction is likely due to the instability of the uncontrolled steady glide. We found that the instability of the glider with its shifting mass allowed to move freely is due to the response of the shifting m a s to the motion of the glider body (recall that the ellipsoidal body is assumed to have uniformly distributed mass). This instability is similar to the fuel slosh instability in space vehicles.
In the next section we formulate a nonlinear feedback control law (and coordinate transformation) that provides input-output linearization and stabilizes the gliding motion. This feedback law is equivalent to the realization of forces that constrain the shifting m a s to move along a suspension system inside the vehicle. 4 
Moving Mass Suspension and Feedback Linearization
The nonlinear feedback law we propose transforms the control input from a force to an acceleration. This choice is motivated by the source of the instability. By controlling the acceleration, we are effectively not allowing the shifting mass to fly around inside the vehicle in response to the vehicle motion. Alternatively, this control law can be viewed as the realization of the constraint forces associated with a suspension system for the shifting mass.
We calculate the acceleration of the shifting mass by differentiating equations (2.5) and (2.6): Using. equations (2.1)-(2.8) in equations (4.1)-(4.2) we get expressions for the accelerations in terms of 8, 0 2 , vi, 0 3 , rplr rp3, + P I , i p s , ma and the control inputs 4) we have effectively chosen a nonlinear feedback law for the control forces u1 and 113 so that internal force exerted by the glider body on the shifting mass is neutralized. Thus, we can interpret this nonlinear feedback law as the realization of a suspension system for the moving mass. In this control law we have also introduced control accelerations w1 and wg which act as our new control inputs along with w4. We have also changed coordinates from P P I , Pp3 to +PI, Pp3 according to equations (2.5) and (2.6).
We choose the position of the shifting mass ( r p l ,~p 3 ) and the buoyancy mass mb to be our outputs. The equations relating the outputs and inputs (equations (4.6)-(4.7) ) are linear differential equations. 
C = ( T P I --P~~,~P I , T P~--P~~,~P~,~~--~~~) ,
where li =q(TJ,C,w) 
Stabilization a n d 'Itacking of Glider Dynamics
The gliding equilibria for the system described by We consider the following control law for w which uses Proportional-Derivative (PD) control for the shifting mass and a Proportional (P) control law for the buoyancy mass
where kpl, kp3, k,, kdlr kd3 are positive constant gains. Simulations of the corresponding controlled system suggest a very large region of attraction. For example, this control system can be used to stably switch between upward and downward equilibrium glides. This is illustrated by simulating a switch from a downward 45"
glide to an upward 45' glide. The downward glide is the initial condition and the control law for the upward glide is implemented. Note that this is an example of a maneuver that was not stable using a linear control law for U as in [SI. The glider is commanded to make the switch at t = 10
Since asymptotic stabilization of minimum phase systems can be extended to asymptotic tracking, we can expect that our controlled underwater glider will be able to track desired output trajectories. That is, we could use the control formulation to drive g ( t ) = In Figure 6 .1 we show snapshots of a simulation in which three gliders starting with glide path angles of -ZOO, -40" and -85O respectively align with each other at an unspecified angle. These gliders use the group control law (6.3). The proportional terms in the con- Figure 6 .1: Simulation of three-glider alignment trol law (6.3) can be interpreted as coming from artificial potentials, e.g., linear springs connecting shifting m a s s in pairs of gliders. Nonlinear choices of intervehicle potentials can also be employed as in [9] . More generally, the control framework presented in this section allows us to employ group control strategies presented in [9] for coordinating multiple vehicles. For example we could introduce a virtual leader with a commanded ( r p~, r p 3 , mb) trajectory. This would break rotational symmetry in the multi-glider dynamics and cause the gliders of the group t o align themselves with one another and with the glide path prescribed by the virtual leader.
Final Remarks
We have presented a nonlinear control law, a state transformation and a choice of outputs that produces minimum phase underwater glider dynamics. The control law can be interpreted as the realization of constraint forces associated with a suspension system for a controlled internal shifting mass. We proved exponential stability of glide paths using an additional linear control law for the acceleration of the shifting mass and the rate of change of the variable buoyancy mass. We discussed how this produces large regions of attraction and illustrated it in the case of switching between two glide paths. Extensions to tracking were also discussed. Finally, we showed how to use the 1/0 linearized multivehicle system to design inter-vehicle coupling to coordinate the glide paths of n identical underwater gliders.
